
Print 2.0: How we modernized our newspaper 
by looking back to 1860

Aftenposten is Norway’s largest newspaper with very strong traditions. 
Every day nearly 400 000 norwegians read the printed edition. 



Societal problem: Fake news and information overload

We live in confusing times, exposed to huge 
amounts of information through countless 
channels, including the social media. 
We are full aware of that a lot are deliberate 
spread of misinformation. 
The post-truth society makes objective facts 
less influential in shaping public opinion than 
appeals to emotion and personal belief. 
All this, the fake news and information 
overload, are seen as a major societal problem. 



Our strength: The strong brand 

Aftenposten was founded in 1860 by Christian 
Schibsted, and for all these years we have had a 
great impact in Norwegian society. 
The readers find us reliable, serious and thorough, 
according to recent surveys. 

We are a trusted brand in an ocean of fake news 
and unverified information. 



Our challenge: How to stay relevant?

We asked ourselves: 
How can we keep our brand and printed 
paper relevant in an age of enormous 
competition in all channels? 

How can we encourage our readers more 
in this confusing times? 

How can we  re-invent the  
newspaper-experience and highlight our 
strong journalistic and fact-based 
tradition? 



Our solution: Go back to our roots 

We needed an update for a modern 21st century 
design, but keep a connection to history and prepare 
for the future. 

We wanted to create a  modern-day version of the 
core of our brand and news experience.  

The keywords are founded on Aftenposten's 
strengths: facts, reliability, integrity. 



Before redesign: Weak visual expression  

The branding was weak and the pages seemed grey and not prioritised. There were too 
much lack of contrast. The photography and infographics were weak, and there were 
few levels in the stories that encouraged readers to stop and read. 



This is how we created a better newspaper experience to 
encourage the print readership 

● More impact and recognition and better branding
● Modern type with a higher contrast and improved readability
● Better infographics
● Stronger and fewer visuals
● Same colour system in digital and print
● More range and dynamics
● More levels within stories, like fact-boxes, maps, quotes.  



Branding

Aftenposten's logo has gone through many changes during the years. In recent years 
the whole name “Aftenposten” has been used in digital, but in print it has been replaced 
by a A dot-symbol. This different use in print and digital doesn’t make sense and the 
branding does not benefit from this confusion.



We hired one of the world's leading font designers to paint a new logo based on the 
original. When we reinstated the original logo on the front page, it clarifies the brand 
and highlight our proud journalistic tradition and history.  



The frontpage

Contains significant news stories that 
characterize the agenda in Norwegian 
society and people's lives. 
The mainstory on the front page has 
often a major impact on decision makers.

The renewed frontdesign is: 
More visual
More surprising
More prioritised



Better infographics

Our new infographics 
are based on facts 
and research. 
Good and 
understandable 
graphics increase the 
engagement of 
readers.



Better readability

Extensive use of fact boxes, highlighted key figures and increased focus on guiding the 
reader through the story. 



Better readability

Capitolium Publico 

The original font in bodytext Capitolium was actually meant for large printed signs. 
Changing fonts to Publico has greatly increased the readability.



Stronger visuals

Extensive use of strong images shows our major role in 
documenting news events.



A clear sender

illustrations of opinionsWith information overload, it is 
trusting to show clearly who is 
the sender of our journalistic 
texts.
Reporters are presented by 
photos and the opinion-writers 
are presented with an 
illustration. 
Photo vs illustration 
serves as clearer contrast 
between opinions and news 
stories. 

The illustrations are made by the 
Japanese illustrator Masao Yamazaki



Contrasts: Improved structure in section 1
The new grid makes the pages more varied with surprises and contrasts. It 
encourages reading and studying the news pages.



Contrasts: Improved structure in section 2



Our results: 

● Great user feedback.  “The new layout is 
successful - airy, easier to read and clear.”

● Selected case in the acknowledged Society for 
News Design (SND), conference in Amsterdam 
november 2018.  

● A more streamlined and efficient production.  
● A modernized design and production process 

rigging us for growth and improvements 
moving forward. 
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